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"Does anybody think that the teabag, anti−government people are going to
support them if they bring down health care?  All it will do is confuse and
dispirit Democratic voters, and it will encourage the extremists."

−−− November 7, 2009 quote from the head nigger himself!  I guess anyone who
disagrees with the Mulatto Marxist is now an "extremist."  Someone should tell
Obongo the only "teabagger" to watch out for is that faggot Marxist kike Barney
Frank in Congress.
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GBPPR 2.4 GHz 'Warspying' Device

Overview

One of the newest toys people are playing with are cheap 2.4 GHz wireless video cameras.  And, of
course, another new hobby followed which was deemed "warspying."  This basically consists of
traveling around and trying to intercept the unencryped analog video signal these units
transmit.  The two major manufactures of these little wireless video units, Wavecom and X10, both
utilize the same four transmit/receive frequencies.  They are usually:

Channel      Operating Frequency (GHz)    TP Voltage

A            2.411                        3.31
B            2.434                        3.65
C            2.453                        3.94
D            2.473                        4.20

The "TP Voltage" value is the voltage I measured at the output of the 4−position "Channel Select"
switch on a X10 Model VR36A Video Receiver.  This is the switch that selects the unit's receiving
frequency.  As you can see, by adjusting the voltage at this point, you can also adjust the receive
frequency.  This means these units can be modified to receive "out−of−band" wireless video
transmissions between approximately 2.3 − 2.7 GHz.  This is handy, because some television
stations can legally use frequencies outside of the standard unlicensed 2.4 GHz band (2.402−2.483
GHz) to operate their remote video links.  You know, the video signals which are sent by those
trucks with the microwave dish mounted on a pneumatic lift.

Pictures & Construction Notes

Overview of the "X10 Model No. VR36A 2.4 GHz Wireless Video Receiver" for use with X10's
wireless camera systems operating in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz band.

Note that the stock antenna is just a simple little patch antenna.
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Internal view of the X10 VR36A receiver.

The power LED is on the left.  The actual 2.4 GHz video receiver module is the silver box in the
middle.  The +9 VDC power input is via the connector on the top−right.  The video output signal is
via the RCA jack on the bottom−right.

The 2.4 GHz video receiver module only has four main connections.  The 2.4 GHz antenna input
(via the coax connection on the upper−left), +5 VDC for power, baseband video out, and ground.
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Underside view of the X10 VR36A receiver.

+9 VDC power input is on the lower−left, and the video output is on the lower−right.

The 4−position "Channel Select" switch is on the right−side.  The switch is in the "Channel A"
position.

The six pins circled are the connections to the actual 2.4 GHz video receiver module.

Four of them are ground, one is +5 VDC, and one (red dot) is the baseband video output.
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Overview of the 2.4 GHz video receiver module.

The antenna input is via the piece of coax on the upper−right.  It is amplified around 16 dB using a
Sirenza SGA−3486 MMIC and then high−pass filtered before entering the shielded mixer/local
oscillator section.  This module, and most others, use an IF output frequency of 480 MHz and a
low−side local oscillator.  This means to receive a video signal at 2.45 GHz, the local oscillator
needs to be set to 1.97 GHz.

This is where the "Channel Select" switch comes into play.  As you can see in the above photo, the
switch is used to select between four different resistive voltage dividers which determine the voltage
on the local oscillator's tuning line.  The two potentiometers appear to be "fine tune" controls for this
voltage.  The "TP Voltages" in the chart at the beginning of this article where taken at the plated
through−hole labeled TP in the above photo.

The idea is that by manually adjusting the voltage on this local oscillator tuning line, we can then
make the module receive "out−of−band" video signals.
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Alternate internal view of the 2.4 GHz video receiver module.

You'll need to remove the 2.4 GHz video receiver module to perform the next modifications.

This is a little better view of the voltage−dividing resistors and the "Channel Select" switch pin−out.
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Bottom view of the 2.4 GHz video receiver module.

The circled portion is the voltage tuning line input for the mixer/local oscillator section.

A series 1,000 ohm resistor and shunt capacitor help to form a low−pass filter to remove any noise
on the tuning line.
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Overview of the manual tuning modification.

You'll need to cut the trace on the voltage tuning line (right after the plated through−hole) and move
the shunt capacitor next to the 1,000 ohm resistor.

Then you'll solder an extension wire onto this "new" voltage tuning line and route it to the top of the
board.
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Overview of the "new" external voltage tuning line.

I ran it to a panel−mounted 1,000 pF feed−through capacitor.  This capacitor is optional, but very
helpful.

Also, you may wish to add a better piece of coax on the module's RF input.  I added a piece of nice
Teflon coax with a male SMA connector.
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For this project, we'll mount the 2.4 GHz video receiver to the back of an old California Amplifier 2.5
GHz MMDS integrated downconverter and 22−element Yagi antenna.

You'll want to replace the stock coax on the Yagi with something of higher quality and with a RF
connector.  This will allow you to use the antenna for other projects, if so needed.

A handle was also added to the back plate of the Yagi antenna for mounting or holding.
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Case overview used to hold the modified VR36A receiver.

The stock downconverter was removed and a stainless steel 1/4−20 bolt was added to secure both
the antenna parts and the aluminum project case.  The circuit board of the VR36A will be mounted
to the case using some nylon stand−offs and hardware.

A panel−mount, feed−through female SMA−to−SMA connector is used to bring the RF signal into
the module.  Next to that is a panel−mounted LED and the power switch.

The panel−mount switch with the green back is a 4−position switch.  Next to the switch is a multiturn
1,000 ohm potetiometer, and a RCA jack for the video output.
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Overview of the potentiometers for setting the voltage levels which correspond to each of the four
stock channels.

An optional feed−through capacitor (upper−right) was added as a test point to externally monitor the
voltage on the module's tuning line.
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Completed 'warspying' device overview.

An optional 15.75 kHz horizontal synchronization detector circuit using a LM567 tone decoder was
added to help determine if you are actually receiving a video signal.

You should also try and replace the stock 7805 voltage regulator with one which has better noise
and voltage stability specifications.
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Closeup view.
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Alternate internal view.

Originally, I was going to use an internally−mounted 9 volt battery, but the current draw is quite high,
300 mA or so, and the battery would die quickly.

An external power jack was added to run the circuit from a 12 volt lead−acid battery pack or
cigarette lighter.
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Finished case overview.

Power switch, power LED, and SMA jack for RF input.
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Finished case overview.

Video output and 15.75 kHz horizontal synchronization detection LED on the left.

Selector switch to choose between the four stock channels and manual tuning.  The multiturn 1,000
ohm manual tuning potentiometer is in the middle.

The new 4−position channel select switch and the tuning voltage test point are on the right.
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Finished overview.

The video output can be monitored via a battery−powered TV, or other monitor, with a "video input"
jack.

The "Portable Video Camera Viewer" project discussed in GBPPR 'Zine, Issue #22 will also work.

"A" is the default channel for the corresponding X10 transmitters.
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"Warspying," an article by Particle Bored in $2600 Magazine Vol. 19, No. 4:
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GBPPR Homebrew Radar Experiment

Magnetron Pulse Transformer

Overview

The magnetron pulse transformer is a passive device which couples both the high−voltage pulse
from the modulator and low−voltage filament current to the radar magnetron's cathode/filament
connection.  This is another important section of our homebrew radar project, and another one
which I have no idea how to build!  The overall electrical concepts are well documented, but I've yet
to find any decent documentation on all the nitty−gritty little details you need to build such a device.

The magnetron pulse transformer we'll be building will have a 1−to−4 "step−up" turns ratio.  This is
because our radar modulator outputs a 1,000 volt pulse and the 2.45 GHz magnetron we are using
needs to see around 4,000 volts.  The transformer's primary winding will be 10 turns of #20
enameled wire and the secondary will be 40 turns of bifilar−wound #18 enameled wire.  The
transformer's core will be from a salvaged computer monitor's (CRT) high−voltage switching power
supply.  The secondary winding will also need to carry the fairly high−current (10 Amps) for the
magnetron's 3.3 VAC filament voltage.  In order to maintain the sharp rise and fall times for the
magnetron's trigger voltage pulses, and to avoid any distortion, the actual number of turns making
up the transformer should be quite low.  You'll also want to maintain low−leakage inductance and
proper high−voltage isolation between the transformer's core itself and the primary and secondary
windings.  To help with high−voltage insulation within the transformer, you can wrap the core's legs
and windings with several layers of Teflon plumber's tape.  This tape will also protect the enameled
wires from the ferrite core's sharp edges.

This transformer will also perform the proper impedance matching between the magnetron and the
modulator's Pulse−Forming Network (PFN).  Using a transformer with a 1−to−4 turns ratio will
transform the 100 ohm source impedance of our PFN, which is connected to the primary, up to a
load of around 1,600 ohms on the secondary.  With an approximate 4,000 volt output and 1,600
ohm load impedance, the peak current through the magnetron will be around 2.5 Amps.  Some
magnetron's may not like this high of a current pulse, so there may be some experinenting still to
come.

With an efficiency of around 40−50%, we could possibly get a microwave oven magnetron to emit a
peak RF pulse between 4,000 and 5,000 watts for a microsecond or so.  That is, of course, if the
magnetron doesn't arc over or go into "mode" conditions where it doesn't oscillate or oscillates at
the wrong frequency.  That little 2.45 GHz CW magnetron in your kitchen really isn't made for this
pulse application, but we'll try...

For the transformer's core, we'll be using the retangular ferrite core from an old computer monitor's
high−voltage "flyback" switching power supply.  I have no idea if this is the proper ferrite core
material to use, or if a powdered−iron core may be better, but you should be able to find these
ferrite cores for free.  Powdered−iron cores tend to handle higher temperatures a little better than
ferrite cores and won't easily saturate under a high current load.

A standalone low−voltage (3.3 VAC) transformer will be needed for the magnetron's filament.  You
can sometimes find these transformers in older microwave ovens, or you can just tap the
low−voltage winding from a regular microwave oven transformer.  The transformer should have
proper high−voltage (+4 kV) insulation.
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Pictures & Construction Notes

The high−voltage "flyback" switching power supply section in an old CRT−based computer monitor.

The power supply's transformer windings are wrapped around a large ferrite core.
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The ferrite core is split into two pieces and may be glued into place.

Remove the retaining clip and use a hot air gun to heat the entire transformer assembly.

Very gently tap the sides of the transformer with a rubber mallet to help loosen the glue.  If the
ferrite core does break, it is possible to glue the broken pieces back together, but this is not
recommended!
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The enameled wire we'll be using and some example ferrite cores on the upper−left.

Believe it or not, you can buy small rolls of enameled wire at hobby stores like Hobby Lobby and
Michaels.  They should stock different colors of #18 and #20 (and smaller gauges) of enameled wire
for use in homemade jewelry and other stupid girl stuff.

For the secondary winding, try to use the largest wire gauge available to help reduce the voltage
drop caused by the large current draw from the magnetron's filament.

Try to use different colored wires to help identify each winding.
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Bifilar wind (i.e. twist together) two pieces of #18 enameled wire.

I forget the final length you need, but I think it was around 13 feet.

You don't need very many "twists per inch," just loosely twist the two wires together to prevent them
from coming apart.
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We'll be wrapping this secondary winding on an old plastic bobbin from the pre−tinned #24 bus wire
you can buy at Radio Shack (#278−1341).

Wrap a layer of double−sided tape on the plastic bobbin before winding the 40 turns of the
secondary to hold the initial windings in place.

When finished, wrap the entire coil with several layers of Teflon plumber's tape.
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In order to keep the ferrite core from saturating, you can add a small air gap to one of the core's
legs.

I have no idea how large this gap should be (the equations make no sense), so I just used two
layers of 3M Super 88 electrical tape.
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To secure the secondary coil to the ferrite core, wrap the legs with some double−sided tape.

Add as many layers that are needed to prevent the coil assembly from moving.
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Center the coil form around the ferrite core's legs using double−sided tape to fill any gaps.

Be sure to attach the ferrite core's retaining clip and identify and label the each of the wires which
make up the primary and secondary windings.

You'll need to watch out for polarity issues when finally connecting the transformer.
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Winding the 10 turn primary.

Secure the wires using double−sided tape, then secure them with several layers of Teflon plumber's
tape.

The final inductance measurements for this transformer were:

Turns        Wire Gauge     Measured Inductance

Primary    10           #20            67 µH
Secondary  40 bifilar   #18            620 µH per winding
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Completed magnetron pulse transformer with the matching filament transformer.

This entire assembly is mounted on some old clipboard material to help with proper high−voltage
isolation.  The ferrite core is secured using some pieces of foam and zip−ties.

The 3.3 VAC magnetron filament transformer is on the left, with its 120 VAC primary input
connections brought out to some solder terminals (white wires).

The 180 pF capacitors help to "even out" the voltage pulse between the two secondary windings
before it is applied to the magnetron.

In the above photo, one of the secondary windings is tapped with a series 1 mH inductor and 0.01
µF capacitor to ground.  This forms a little low−pass filter to see if it's possible to measure the
magnetron's average current.  This is optional and very experimental right now.

I have no idea what ferrite material this transformer core is made out of, but an old issue of QST
mentioned some of them use "Ferroxcube 1F19−3C6A" material.

The ferrite deflection yoke from around the neck of an old TV or computer monitor CRT may also
work, and can also be found for free.
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Practical Transformer Handbook

(Excerpt from Chapter 5 − High−Voltage Transformers)
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AT&T's "Customer Not Ready" Process for Switch Translations

Overview

This document will outline the changes that need to be made to switch translations on AT&T's Prime
trunk and line services to complete the "Customer Not Ready" process.

The Customer Not Ready (CNR) process allows for billing the customer for the installed circuit 30
calendar days after the Local Exchange Carrier's Concurred Due Date (LCDD), even if the customer
is not ready to accept the service.  All efforts will be made to work with the customer to get them to
accept the circuit on the due date and within 30 calendar days after the due date expires.  If the
coordinated efforts are not effective, the AT&T's Provisioning Service will begin billing the customer
for the circuit (CNR billing) 30 calendar days after the LEC's concurred due date.

Part 1: DMS Switch

Step One (Applicable to Prime Digital, PrimeXpress, PrimePlex, and PrimeConnect trunks)

Change the Billing Telephone Number (BTN) in the translation(s) to the provided AT&T Local
Network Service's telephone number.

Position on the customer's CLLI in table TRKGRP (Trunk Group):

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# The BTN in this PrimeXpress example is: 4102295900
>TABLE TRKGRP
>POS CYVLMDDKHA1_2W
CYVLMDDKHA1_2W PX 0 NPDGP NCRT 2W NIL ASEQ N NC0003 CYVL 410 410 LCL NONE RTE1 CYVL N N 759 
LOCL 4102295900 NODIALTN N Y 0222 Y L238 N $

# The BTN in this PrimePlex PRI example is: 4433943737
>TABLE TRKGRP
>POS OWMLMDFHHA0_PRI
OWMLMDFHHA0_PRI PRA 0 NPDGP NCRT ASEQ 4433943737 (PRI1 335)$ $
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Use the table editor command CHA to change the "BILLDN" field.

Step Two

Remove any Telephone Numbers (TN) which may be in the routing tables.

Verify that there are no TNs (AT&T Local Network Services or ported) in the switch routing to
customer trunks:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
>TABLE DNROUTE
>LIS ALL(4 EQ IBNRTE/2/3 XXXX)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Remove any TNs associated with the customer's route(s) in SERVORD using the OUTDN
command.  Do not delete from table DNROUTE (Directory Number Route).  This includes any local
TNs.
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Step Three

Populate critical dates and update the order log.

Complete the TDD critical date and include in the Access Service Request (ASR) log notes the
following:

The Local Network Service TN that was added to any translations.• 
If all TNs routing to customer have been removed.• 
Full customer name and 10 digit phone number.• 

Step One (Applicable to PrimePath, Prime NBX, and PrimePath NBX trunks)

Add the Special Billing (SPB) option.

The SPB option allows a number other than the subscriber's directory number to be used for billing.

The Switch Production Agent will add the Special Billing (SPB) option using SERVORD to every
line:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
>SERVORD
SO:
>ADO                             # Add Option         
SONUMBER: NOW 3 12 5 PM
>                                # Hit 'Enter' 
DN_OR_LEN:
>SA12 35 0 01 08                 # Line Equipment Number
OPTION:
>SPB                             # Special Billing Option
SPBDN: 
>NPANXXXXXX                      # Add Billing TN
OPTION: 
>$                               # End 
COMMAND AS ENTERED: 
ADO NOW 3 12 5 PM SA12 35 0 01 08 (SPB NPANXXXXXX) $ 
ENTER Y TO CONFIRM, N TO REJECT OR E TO EDIT 
>Y
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Complete for all DS0 lines, including related orders.

Step Two

Populate critical dates and update the order log.

Complete the TDD critical date and include in the Access Service Request (ASR) log notes the
following:

The Local Network Service TN that was added to any translations.• 
If all TNs routing to customer have been removed.• 
Full customer name and 10 digit phone number.• 
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Part 2: #5 ESS Switch

Step One (Applicable to Prime Digital, PrimeXpress, PrimePlex, and PrimeConnect trunks)

Change the Billing Telephone Number (BTN) in the translation(s) to the provided AT&T Local
Network Service's telephone number.

Change the BTN in Recent Change/View 5.1, field #242:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
233. DATARATE        _______       244. SPA BILL DN    _______
234. INVERSION       N             245. SDN STAT GRP   N
235. WB RATE         _______       246. SPA SUPV       N
236. WB TSA TYPE     _______       247. ANI6           N
237. INTER SM TRK    N             248. ANI7           N
238. DIR CON DN      _______       249. TOPAS TPNUM    _______
239. FACILITY TYPE   _______       250. ASI PROXY      N
240. FACILITY NBR    _______       251. FGD CIC SZ     _______
241. RTE NBR PLAN    _______       252. SPEECH TRMTS   N
242. BILLING DN      9168305000    253. MLT ISLC OPT   N
243. ACP SDN         _______       254. MAI            S
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Step Two

Change the main Directory Number (DN) in the translation(s) to the provided AT&T Local Network
Service's telephone number.

Change the main DN in Recent Change/View 5.1, field #142:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
134. STA ID         _______        146. CPN DISC      N
135. UUI            N              147. INHIBIT TCM   N
136. CODE SET7      _______        148. RDTA GRP      N
137. SDN DAS        _______        149. E911 CPN      N
138. CBC            N              150. CPN BILLING   N
139. DEDICATED SRV  _______        151. ALLOW AMA     N
140. VOICE CUT THRU NORMAL         152. STD RN SRC    N
141. DATA CUT THRU  NORMAL         153. RN SCRN       N
142. MAIN DN        9168305000     154. RN DISC       N
143. CPN DN OPT     NONE           155. RN BILLING    N
144. PRIV OVER      N              156. ALW DATA ONLY N
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Step Three

Remove any TNs that may be in routing tables and delete all DIDs associated with the RTI.

Go to Recent Change/View 1.5 and 4.14 and query by RTI (Route Index) or HRI:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
*1. TN      9164310208           SPEC TRN       NONE
22. RAX     1                    COMP LOSS      _______
23. LCC     DID               
38. RTI     422                  SCD SCNING     N
    HRI     _______         127. LRN INDEX      _______
57. TSTCODE NONE            129. NON COND TRIG  N
59. RMK     SACP0300406
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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Step Four

Populate critical dates and update the order log.

Complete the TDD critical date and include in the Access Service Request (ASR) log notes the
following:

The Local Network Service TN that was added to any translations.• 
If all TNs routing to customer have been removed.• 
Full customer name and 10 digit phone number.• 

Step One (Applicable to PrimePath, Prime NBX, and PrimePath NBX trunks)

Add the BTN provided on the Access Service Request.

In Recent Change/View 1.6, field #19 add the BTN from the service request:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
*1. TN        9168309911       18. MFRI         N             30. BRCS    Y
*2. OE        _______          19. BTN (NOT=TN) 9168309910    31. BAUTO   N
*5. PTY       _______              MULTIDN      N             32. SHARED  N
*6. MLHG      _______              DEPENDN      N             33. SAUTO   N
*7. MEMB      _______          22. RAX          11            34. FLS     N
                               23. LCC          4AI           35. SUSO    N
 9. CHNG TN   9168309911           LATA         ______        36. SUST    N
10. CHNG OE   N 00600117102    25. COIN         N             37. ICP     N
11. CHNG PTY  I                26. GST          N             38. RTI     _______
14. CHNG MLHG _______          27. EL           N                 HRI     _______
15. CHNG MEMB _______          28. SERHLN       _______       40. BCK LNK N
16. NEW TN    _______          29. TTC          Y             41. NODL    N
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Step Two

Populate critical dates and update the order log.

Complete the TDD critical date and include in the Access Service Request (ASR) log notes the
following:

The Local Network Service TN that was added to any translations.• 
If all TNs routing to customer have been removed.• 
Full customer name and 10 digit phone number.• 
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Bonus
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End of Issue #67

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

"Race doesn't matter!"  Wait...  What?

Might have to take out some judges in the future...

N.Y. Village Gets New Voting Rules to Aid Hispanics

November 6, 2009 − From: cnsnews.com

By Jim Fitzgerald, Associated Press

White Plains, N.Y. (AP) − A federal judge imposed an unusual election system on a suburban
village Friday, nearly two years after finding that the existing system was unfair to Hispanics.

The village, Port Chester, is run by a mayor and six trustees.  Under the new system, called
cumulative voting, residents will be allowed to cast as many as six votes for one trustee
candidate.

No Hispanic had ever been elected trustee or mayor in the village 25 miles northeast of New
York City, although the population of 28,000 is about half Hispanic.  The ruling is likely to
mean that the village will have trustee elections next year for the first time since 2006.

Village officials said they were elated that Judge Stephen Robinson had not ordered that Port
Chester be divided into districts.

"We got our preferred remedy of choice," said village attorney Anthony Piscionere.

Under cumulative voting, all six trustee positions would be at stake in each election and voters
would have six votes each.  A voter could cast six votes for one candidate, one for each of six
candidates, or any other combination of six or fewer votes.

Lawyers said last year that cumulative voting was not used for municipal elections anywhere else in
New York.
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Both sides told the judge Friday they would work together to come up with a plan to implement the
new system and educate voters about it.  The judge said he hoped elections could be held in June.

"Port Chester is committed to making this a model," Piscionere said.

In January 2008, Robinson ruled in favor of a Justice Department lawsuit that said Port Chester's
existing system violated the Voting Rights Act by diluting Hispanics' votes.

Under the outlawed system, two of Port Chester's six trustee seats were up each election
year and the entire village chose from the candidates.  Most voters were white, and white
candidates always won.

After ruling in the federal government's favor, the judge asked both sides to suggest a new system
that would solve the problem.  Meanwhile, elections were suspended.

The Justice Department's plan would have divided the village into six districts, with each electing
one trustee.  One district would be drawn to include Hispanic neighborhoods, increasing the
chances that a Hispanic−backed candidate would be elected.

Port Chester officials, however, noted that because many Hispanics are not citizens, the special
Hispanic district would have fewer eligible voters than other districts.  That would violate the
one−person, one−vote requirement of the Constitution, village attorneys said.

The village also said cumulative voting would be more likely to elect more than one
Hispanic−backed trustee.  And it would spare the village the expense of drawing new boundaries,
redrawing them every 10 years and maintaining multiple polling places.

Currently, the village Board of Trustees has three holdovers from before 2006, two appointees
picked by the other members and one vacancy.

That's how you teach dirty illegal spics to vote!
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Note that the census is used to determine congressional voting districts.  Who cares
if they are fair, I guess.

You're better off spending the next election day reloading...

Senate Blocks Census U.S.−Citizenship Question

November 5, 2009 − From: news.yahoo.com

By Andrew Taylor, Associated Press

WASHINGTON − Senate Democrats have blocked a GOP attempt to require next year's census
forms to ask people whether they are a U.S. citizen.

The proposal by Louisiana Republican Sen. David Vitter was aimed at excluding immigrants from
the population totals that are used to figure the number of congressional representatives for each
state.  Critics said Vitter's plan would discourage immigrants from responding to the census and
would be hugely expensive.  They also said that it's long been settled law that the apportionment of
congressional seats is determined by the number of people living in each state, regardless of
whether they are citizens.  A separate survey already collects the data.

The plan fell after a 60−39 procedural vote made it ineligible for attachment to a bill funding the
census.
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Millions in "stimulus" tax dollars wasted on projects that Boy Scouts should (and
would) be doing for free.

SEIU members are also the purple−shirt thugs being bussed into the health care
townhall meetings.

How's that "change" working out?

Union Troubled by Eagle Scout Project in Allentown

November 15, 2009 − From: www.mcall.com

By Jarrett Renshaw

In pursuit of an Eagle Scout badge, Kevin Anderson, 17, has toiled for more than 200 hours hours
over several weeks to clear a walking path in an east Allentown park.

Little did the do−gooder know that his altruistic act would put him in the cross hairs of the city's
largest municipal union.

Nick Balzano, president of the local Service Employees International Union, told Allentown
City Council Tuesday that the union is considering filing a grievance against the city for
allowing Anderson to clear a 1,000−foot walking and biking path at Kimmets Lock Park.

"We'll be looking into the Cub Scout or Boy Scout who did the trails," Balzano told the council.

Balzano said Saturday he isn't targeting Boy Scouts.  But given the city's decision in July to lay off
39 SEIU members, Balzano said "there's to be no volunteers."  No one except union members may
pick up a hoe or shovel, plant a flower or clear a walking path.

"We would hope that the well−intentioned efforts of an Eagle Scout candidate would not be
challenged by the union," said Mayor Ed Pawlowski in an e−mail Friday.  "This young man is
performing a great service to the community.  His efforts should be recognized as such."

Balzano said Saturday the union is still looking into the matter and might cut the city a break.

"We are probably going to let this one go," Balzano said.

The possible entanglement of a local Boy Scout in a union dispute underscores the frustration and
anger SEIU members feel after being the lone city union to suffer layoffs in the ongoing financial
crisis.  It may also serve as a preview of future labor battles as the city tries to outsource some
necessary jobs as a result of the layoffs.

Anderson, a junior and varsity soccer player at Southern Lehigh High School, is a member of Boy
Scout Troop 301 of Center Valley.

He got the idea for the trail while taking hikes along the partially complete, 165−mile Delaware and
Lehigh National Heritage Corridor.  He noticed there were a few missing connections to the trail in
Kimmets Lock Park, which is on the Lehigh River near Dauphin Street.  He already has logged 250
hours trying to carve out a walking and biking trail along the river.
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"I decided to do my part in completing this part of the trail.  In that way, others could enjoy walking
along the river, without having to walk on the busy road," Anderson said in an e−mail Friday.

During last week's budget hearings, where City Council reviewed the Public Works and Park and
Recreation departments' funding requests, it was made clear that the layoffs and early retirements
−− all of which have led to the lowest city staffing levels in two decades −− are bound to create
union disputes in the weeks and months ahead.

For example, the city currently does not have an electrician available because of the layoffs and an
employee on an extended sick leave. As a result, the city has been forced to hire an outside union
electrician to oversee the installation for the popular Lights on the Parkway holiday display.

"In the spirit of the holiday, we decided to let that go," Balzano said.

Greg Weitzel, head of the Parks and Recreation Department, which lost 17 full−time employees as
a result of the layoffs and retirements, said the low staffing levels will require more outsourcing of
labor and a greater reliance on volunteers.

"There are some things that we can do in−house and other things we will have to bid out," Weitzel
said Tuesday.  "We originally had plans to do more with our labor force, but now we have to bid out
that work."

www.purplepeoplebeaters.com
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"You guys make a pretty good photo op."
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